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1. Statement of the problem. The following paper has for its purpose the

establishment of two theorems :

Theorem I. The quartic surface subjected to the single condition of passing

through a non-hyper elliptic sextic curve of genus three is invariant under an

infinite discontinuous group of birational transformations.

Theorem II. The transformations of the infinite discontinuous group under

which the most general quartic surface passing through a sextic curve of genus

two remains invariant can be expressed in terms of cremonian transformations.

In connection with the first theorem the equation of the surface is derived

and the equations of the transformations are determined; it is shown that

the transformations are cremonian and non-involutorial, and that no trans-

formations exist other than those obtained. It is believed that this surface

is the first illustration of one which possesses an infinite discontinuous group,

but contains neither a pencil of elliptic curves, nor a net of hyperelliptic

curves of genus two. The equation of the surface mentioned in the second

theorem is found, and also the equations of two involutorial space trans-

formations which generate the infinite group.

1. Surfaces through a sextic of genus three

2. The cubic transformation. Consider the birational transformations be-

tween the spaces (x) and (x') by means of the three bilinear equations*

A = XXa; Xi x'k = 0,       77 = Ylbik Xi x'k = 0,
(!)

C =   Y.°ik XiXk  =  0
( Oik + a*», bik + 6w, cm 4= c*« ).

* Presented to the Society, January 1, 1915.

t This transformation is discussed analytically by Doehelemann, Geometrische Trans-

formationen, vol. 2, pp. 286-296, and synthetically by Sturm, Theorie der geometrischen Ver-

wandtschaften, vol. 3, pp. 484-486 and vol. 4, pp. 370-371.
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By solving these equations for x'k in terms of ari, ar2, ar3, ar4 we obtain

(2) x'k = (hk(x) (fc- 1,2,3,4).

The cubic surfaces cpk(x) =0 all pass through the fundamental curve of

the transformation (2). This curve is a space sextic Cs of genus three, the

most general of its kind. The ruled surface R» of order eight formed by the

trisecants of C6 is the fundamental surface of the transformation. It con-

tains Co as a three-fold curve and no other multiple curve. Similarly, by

solving the system (1) for ari we obtain

(3) Xi = ii(x') (¿ = 1,2,3,4).

Let C6 and R's be respectively the fundamental curve and surface for the space

3. Equation of the surface.    The equation of the most general quartic

surface passing through C6 may be written in the form

(4) F4 = y^d.-i Xi4>k(x) = 0 (du + dki).

By means of equations (2) and (3) we may write the equation of the trans-

formed surface in the form

(5) F'i = Yidik\r>i(x')x'k = 0.

A general plane section of Fi = 0 made by Y^m¡ ar¿ = 0 goes into the residual

section of F'i = 0 with a cubic surface ^«¿ 4/i(x') = 0 passing through C6.

This residual section is also a space sextic C'6 of genus three. Hence F'i = 0

contains <x>3 coresidual space sextic curves C6, images of the plane sections

of ^4 = 0. Any two of the curves C'6 meet each other in four points. Simi-

larly, the surface ^4 = 0 contains °o3 coresidual space sextic curves C6, images

of the plane sections of F'i = 0 under the transformation (3). Any two of

the curves C6 meet in four points.

The points of C& are transformed into the generators of Rs. The inter-

section of F'i with R's consists of C6 counted three times and of a space curve

C'u of genus three and order fourteen. Since Ci¡ and C4 meet in six points, it

follows that C'u and C'e meet in six points.

4. A second cubic transformation. Equation (4) may be written in the

form

(6)

yjaa ar,-

JjBil Xi

X/Z¿1 Xi

X!°¿2 Xi

H&Í2 Xi

X/¿2 Xi

5Z<¿/2 Xi

y^aî3 Xi

Yfin ar¿

2__,Ciz Xi

Z!d¿3 Xi

£a,-4 Xi

52c¿* Xi

^da Xi

= 0.
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If we consider the fourth bilinear equation D = 0 we see from (6) that F4 = 0

is also transformed into F4 = 0 by the transformation defined by A = 0, B = 0,

D = 0, and by two other similar ones. These transformations are distinct

for an arbitrary point of space but, from a known property of determinants,*

they are identical for points of F4 = 0.

From the form of equation (6) it is seen that F4 = 0 is also transformed

into F\ = 0 by means of any three of the four bilinear equations

(7)    ( J2i aik Xi )x[ 4- ( J^i bik Xi ) x't + ( X)i °ik x¡ ) x3 4- ( Y,i dik *<) x\ = 0

(fc-1,2,3,4).

The four transformations thus obtained are distinct for an arbitrary point of

space, but are identical for points of F4 = 0.

We shall designate the transformation defined by (2) by Ti, and its inverse

(3) by 7Y1. Similarly, that defined by (7) by T2, and its inverse by T2l.

By means of T2 the planes of ( x ) are transformed into cubic surfaces of ( x' )

which have a fundamental curve of order six and of genus three in common.

The surface ^i(x') =0 is the image of xi = 0 by both transformations,

which have different fundamental curves, namely, the two sextics which together

form the complete intersection of ypi ( x' ) = 0 with F¡ = 0. Hence we see

that C'6 belongs to a triply infinite system of coresidual curves, any two of

which have four points in common.    Similarly for the systems on F4 = 0.

5. An infinite discontinuous group. The product of the two transforma-

tions T\, T2X leaves F i = 0 invariant. By T\ a plane section is transformed

into a space sextic of (x'), which by T2l is transformed into a C\4 of (a;).

Since the two transformations do not have common fundamental elements,

the product T\ T2l is not periodic and therefore generates an infinite group.

6. Linear systems of curves on F4 = 0. If we apply the method used by

Severi in his study of the quartic surface through a sextic curve of genus twof

we may choose the plane sections C4 and one system of sextics C6 for a mini-

mum basis. The other system of sextics has the symbol 3C4 — Ce. Any

system of curves on the surface is expressible in the form XC4 + uCq , in

which X and ¿i are integers. If the curve is of grade n and of genus x, we

have the formula

n = 2x - 2 = 4X2 + 12Xm + 4/x2.

The surface therefore contains no system of curves of even genus, nor pencil

of elliptic curves.

7. Possible birational transformations.    Suppose a birational transforma-

* See, e. g., Burnside and Panton, Theory of Equations, 2d edition, p. 266.

t F. Severi, Complementi alia teoría delta base per la totalità délie curve di una superficie

algébrica, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 30

(1911), pp. 265-288.
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tion exists which leaves P4 = 0 invariant. Let it change Ci into aCi + /3C6

and C6 into yCi + 5C6, where aô — ßy = ± 1. Since [C4, Ci] = 4,

[Ci, Ce] = 6, [Ce, C6] = 4, we must have the relations

a2 + Saß + ß2 = 1,        y2 + Syô + 82 = 1,

2ay + 3(aô + ßy) + 2/35 = 3.

lî aô — ßy = 1, we may write

2a = í4-3w,       ß=-u,       y = u,       25 = í - 3w,
so that

f -bu2 = 4.

Put u = 1, so that í = 3.   In this case we have

a   ß

y    8

3 - 1

1      0
=   T.

It is seen that any power of r may be expressed by the recurring formula

gP      - gp-i

gp-i   — gp-2

in which gp = Sgp-i - g^2, with gi = S, g0 = 1, g-i = 0.

If
aô — ßy = — 1,

one solution is a = 0, ß 1,7 = 1,5 = 0.    Set

0 1

1 0
o- =

The product tp a is also an involution, and all transformations of determinant

— 1 are of the form tp <t .    Hence we have the theorem:

Theorem. All the birational transformations which exist and leave the surface

F i = 0 invariant are of the form tp or tp a. The former are not periodic and the

latter are involutorial.

The transformation T2 Tt1 is readily seen to be t2 .

8. Non-existence of involutions on F4 = 0. If a or ts a exists on F i = 0,

there must be a transformation L which transforms Fi = 0 into F't = 0 such

that
T2L-1 = T2a,       TiL~l~<r.

From the definition of Ti and T2 it is easily seen that L must be linear.   But

a simple illustration shows that F4 = 0 and P¡ = 0 are not linearly equivalent.
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. S
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If
A = Xi x2 4- x2 x'3 = 0,   B = — xi x'3 4- x2 x\ — x3 x2 = 0,

C = x2 xi — Xi x'i = 0,   D = — Xi x3 4- x3 x'i = 0,

the equation of F4 = 0 is

x\ x\ — x\ x3 Xi 4- x2 x\ Xi = 0

and of F't = 0 is
'   /     '       '      ' t      ri     , f      /2.    _   ..

Xi \ X\ X2 Xi        X2 X3    -f- X\ X3  )  — u.

These surfaces are evidently not linearly equivalent.

The transformation a, which should interchange the plane sections and

the sextics of one family, is thus seen not to exist. Similarly, the operation t ,

which should change the plane sections into one system of sextics and the

other system of sextics into the plane sections, does not exist. Hence the

only effective transformations are powers of r2.

2. The general quartic surface through a sextic curve of genus two*

9. Cubic surfaces through a sextic curve of genus two. A space sextic

curve CB of genus two has one quadrisecant 54. A plane through s4 cuts Ce

m two residual points. The locus of the lines joining these residual points as

the plane turns about s4 is a cubic ruled surface f3 = 0 having s4 for double

iirectrix. Through C6 pass two other linearly independent cubic surfaces

/i = 0 and f2 = 0. Since s4 lies on /i = 0 and f2 = 0, their residual inter-

section is a conic.    The equations of the conic may be taken as

x3 = 0,        Q3(xi, Xt, Xi) = 0,

in which Q3 = 0 is a quadric cone with vertex at ( 0, 0, 1, 0 ). If s4 has

the equations xi = 0, x2 = 0, and if Qi = 0, Q2 = 0 are two quadrics through

Si, we may write

/i = x2 Q3 - x3 Q2 = 0,      f2 = x3 Qi - xi Q3 = 0.

The equation of the cubic ruled surface then has the form

fs = xiQ2 - x2Qi = 0.

Now consider the conic Xi xi 4- X2 x2 4- X3 x3 = 0, Xi Qi + X2 Qt + X3 Q3 = 0.

Through it pass the pencil of cubic surfaces ai/i + at ft 4- a3f3 — 0, where

aiXi + at\t 4- a3X3 = 0. Hence in each plane through (0, 0, 0, 1) lies a

conic through which pass a pencil of cubic surfaces, the residual inter-

section being Ce and s4.

* G. Fano, Sopra alcune superficie del quarto ordine rappresenlabili sul piano doppio, Rendi-

conti del Reale Istituto Lombardo, vol. 39 (1906), pp. 1071-1086.
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Let the equations of the simple directrix of /3 = 0 be ar3 = 0, ar4 = 0;

let ar4 = 0 meet Si in a point of C&, and let the two generators of f3 = 0 in this

plane be ari = 0 and ar2 = 0.    The equation of f3 = 0 now has the form

(8) f3 = (x\ + kxi x2 + x\ ) Xi — ari ar2 ar3 = 0.

The projecting cone K& of C6 from (0, 0, 1, 0) is of order five, has 54 for

triple line, one generator, say ar2 = 0, ar4 = 0 for double line, and the other,

ari = 0, ar4 = 0 for simple line.    Its equation may be written in the form

ar4 {( Pari + Sx2 ) ( x\ + kxi x2 + x\ ) + Rxi x\ \

(9) 4- ar4 ar2{(pari + sx2)(x\ + kxi x2 + x\) + (qxi + rx2) xi x2\

+ xi x\ ( ax\ + bxi x2 + cx\ ) = 0.

Since C6 and s4 lie on Kb — 0 and on/3 = 0, by combining (8) and (9) we have

for the equations of the other cubic surfaces,

/1 = ar3{ar4(Par2 4- Sar2) 4- ar2(pxi 4- sx2)}

+ x2 {Rxl + Xi ( qxi + rx2 ) + ar2 ( ax\ + bxi x2 + cx\ )} = 0,

(10)
Í2 — Xz { ( S — kP ) Xi Xi — Px2 Xi + Pxi x3 + Xi ( pxi + sx2 )}

— ari{Rxl + Xi (qxi + rx2) + x2(ax\ + bxix2 + cxl)} = 0.

10. Quartic surfaces through C6. The equation ^mikXifk = 0 represents

a quartic surface passing through c6, but it also passes through s4. The

equation contains but eleven independent homogeneous constants, since

ari/i 4- ar2/2 + ^3/3 vanishes identically. If F = 0 is the equation of a

quartic surface through C6 but not through s4, the equation

<t>i = F + ^jfíiik Xifk = 0

represents a surface passing through Ce and containing eleven non-homogene-

ous constants; it is therefore the most general quartic surface through Ce.

We may take for F = 0 a quartic having ar3 = 0, ar4 = 0 for double line.

The intersection of F = 0 and /3 = 0 is C6 and a residual sextic C6 of genus

two, having s4 for quadrisecant, and meeting C6 in twelve other points. Since

any quartic surface through C6 but not through s4 will suffice, we may think

of the residual C6 as composite and as projected from (0,0,1,0) by the

composite quintic cone

(11) x\{(Sxi + Px2)(x\ + kxix2 + x\) 4-A»rîar2} = 0.

To obtain the equation of F = 0 we write the general equation of a quartic

passing through x3 = 0, ar4 =0 twice, and determine the coefficients from

the condition that, if ar3 is eliminated by means of (8), the resultant shall be
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composite, having for factors the first members of (2) and (11). Hence we

find

F = R2x\4-R(2S -kP)x,xl + (PR 4- P2 - kPS 4- S2)x\x\

4- R(qxi 4- rx2)x\ 4- {R(pxi 4- sx2) + S (qxi 4- rx2) — Prxi

4- P (q — kr)x2\x3 x\ 4- {S (pxi 4- sx2) — Psxi

4- (Pr 4- Pp — ksP)x2)x\xi 4- Psx2 x\ 4- R(ax\ 4- bx\ x2 4- cx\ ) x\

4- \S(ax\ 4- bxi x2 4- cx\) 4- P (a — c)x\x2 4- P (b — kc)x\)x3Xi

4- Pcx\ x\ - 0.

Through the composite C6 determined by (8) and (11) pass the cubic surfaces

f\ = x2 Q'3 — x3 Q2 = x2 Rx\ - x3{(S — kP)x2Xi — Pxi Xi 4- Px2 x3] = 0,

f'z = x3Q[ — xiQ3 = — xi Rx\ - x3{Sxi Xi 4- Px2 Xi) = 0.

The curves C6 and C6 meet the plane quartic curve

3

F = 0,       Y,Kxí = (\x) = 0,
i=l

each in six points, lying respectively on the conies (\x) =0, (XQ) =0,

and (\x) = 0, (XQ') = 0. This set of twelve points is the complete inter-

section of C4 and f3 = 0. The curve of intersection of F = 0 and (\x) =0

therefore lies on the quartic surface

(XQJ(aQ') +/sXU,*i = 0.
i=l

By making this equation simultaneous with (Xa;) = 0, we find

Ai = Xi X3 a,       A2 = X2 X3 b — Xi X3 c,       A3 = Xi X3 p — Xi X3 s — Xi X2 P,

Ai = X2X3? -XiX3r - (X? - ifcXiXî + Xl)P.

For the general quartic surface 04 = F 4- ^mrt Xifk — 0 we make use of the

fact that the intersection of ^niik Xifk = 0 and (Xa;) =0 lies on the quartic

surface

(XQ) (a;2 YjKik xi - xi Z)m<2 xi) +/s (^1 ]Cm¿i xi + ^2 Zlm''2 xi

+ X3 X!m¿3 Xi) = 0.

We shall say that (XQ') becomes (XQ") and that ^Ai x¡ goes into ^A'i x,-.

11. Involutorial   transformations   of   <¿>4 = 0.    In   every   plane   through

(0,0,0, 1 ) the quartic surface determines a line which meets each of two

conies in two points.    These four points lie on the given quartic surface.
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Given a point P on <¡>i = 0. By substituting its coordinates in the equations

(Xar) = 0, (XQ) = 0, values of Xi : X2 : X3 may be determined. These

values are to be substituted in the equation T^áí ar¿ = 0. The two equations

(Xar) = 0, yjv4i ar,-= 0 determine the line. It meets (XQ) = 0 in two

points, one of which is P; hence the coordinates of the other are rational

functions of those of P. This operation defines an involutorial transforma-

tion 7i under which the surface tpt = 0 is invariant. If we substitute the

coordinates of P in (XQ") = 0 instead of in (XQ) = 0, and proceed in the

same way, we obtain a second involution I2.

12. Depiction on a double plane. If Xi, X2, X3 are taken as the coordinates

of a point A* in a plane then K corresponds to both P and to the image Pi

in 7i, hence the surface <p4 = 0 is depicted on a double plane. When P and

Pi coincide, the line ( Xar ) = 0, YJ.4 ¡ ar,- = 0 is tangent to the quadric ( XQ ) = 0.

If we eliminate the coordinates ar¿ from these equations and the equation

which expresses the condition for tangency, we obtain the equation of the

sextic curve of branch points on the double plane.*

13. Involutions expressed by cremonian transformations. When the point

P = (yi, y2,y3, yi) is not on the surface ipi = 0, consider the pencil of

quartic surfaces li <pi + l2f3 Y^w, ar,- = 0, and choose h : l2 so that the surface

passes through P.    The equation Y^4i- ar, = 0 changes to

h Y.Ai Xi + l2 XI Y_>; Xi = 0,

while Qi, Q" remain unchanged.

If Pi m (y'i, y2, y'z, y'i) we have

Y.A'¡y'¡ = HA'i Vi = - h
TjUiy'i      YluiVi        *i   '

(\y) = 0,       (XQ"(y)) = 0,       (Xy') = 0,       (\Q"(y'))=0.

If ar3 and ar4 are eliminated from (Xar) =0, h ^A'¡ Xi + X§ l2 ̂ UiXi = 0,

and (XQ) = 0, we obtain an equation of the form

Tin ar? 4- 2#i2 ari ar2 4- #22 ari = 0,

in which each coefficient is a rational function of Xi, X2, X3, h, l2.    But

2/1 y'\ly% y'i = H22/Hu,
and hence

2/1 = <n/2 X3 H22,       y2 = ay{ X3 #11,

(12)
2/3 = — 0- (Xi #22 y2 + X2 H2i yx ),

from which 2/4 can be found in terms of ( y' ) by means of

h 5Z^¿ 2/í 4- h Xi X)M¿ Vi ■ 0 •

* See Fano, loe. cit., p. 1071.
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Since h, l2, Xi, X2, X3 have exactly the same values when expressed in terms

of (y) as of (y1), therefore equations (12) have also the same form whether

solved for y i in terms of ( y' ), or for y ■ in terms of ( y ), and are applicable

for every point of space.   Similarly for the involution 72.    Hence we have

the theorem:

Theorem.    The involutions 7i, 72, belonging to the quartic surface through a

sextic curve of genus two, can be expressed in terms of cremonian transformations

which are birational and involutorial for all space.

Cornell University,

August, 1914.


